40th IAMSLIC CONFERENCE and 2nd PIRG MEETING
NOUMEA NEW CALEDONIA SEPTEMBER 14-18 2014

TUESDAY 9th – FRIDAY 12th SEPTEMBER

0800 – 1600: ASFA Pre-Conference Workshop – SPC Small Conference Room- Timetable to be provided by Helen Wibley

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14th

0830 – 0945: Registration opens - SPC Jacques Iekawe Hall
1000 - 1130: Pre-Conference Guided Tour of Jean Marie Tijabou Cultural Centre- Pick up and drop off at SPC
1330 - 1530: First Executive Board Meeting – SPC Small Conference Room
1500 – 1600: Registration continues – SPC Jacques Iekawe Hall
1730 - 1930: Welcome Reception at Chateau Royal, 140 Promenade Roger Laroque, Anse Vata

PICES

ProQuest
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 15th

0800 - 0830: Registration and Speakers Set-up
0830 - 0945: Conference Welcome at SPC Conference Hall
  • Mary-Clare Ame, IAMSLIC Conference Host - SPC
  • SPC Officer in charge
  • Sally Taylor, IAMSLIC President
  • Guillermina Cosulich, IAMSLIC Conference Convenor

0945 - 1030: Guest Speaker
MAGRON, Franck A. - SPC - Secretariat of the Pacific Community, Nouméa, N.C.
The challenge of fisheries information dissemination in the Pacific

1030 - 1100: Tea break – Jacques Iekawe Hall

SESSION 1: CHALLENGES: PACIFIC LIBRARY CASES
Moderator: VERENAISI BAVADRA SPC, Suva, Fiji
1100 - 1130
WATT, Stephanie - SPC - Secretariat of the Pacific Community, Nouméa, N.C.
SPC library and its FAME Digital Library

1130 - 1200
KAPULE, Ataban T. - Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources, Information and Library, Solomon Islands
Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources Library: Its development, importance, potential, strength & weaknesses and challenges

1200 - 1230
RUSSELL, Hannah - NIWA, Wellington, New Zealand
Riding the wave: How much a library can change in three years

1230 – 1400: Lunch - Deck

SESSION 2: PACIFIC NETWORKS: COLLABORATION
Moderator: AMY BUTROS - UC San Diego Library, La Jolla, Ca., EEUU

1400 - 1430
GASSER, Isabelle - IRD- Institut de recherche pour le développement, Nouméa, N.C.; AYMONIN, David - UNC -Université de la Nouvelle-Calédonie, Nouméa, N.C.
Towards a shared platform of scientific publications in New Caledonia: The example of “Univers NC," an OAI-PMH compliant common open archive

1430 - 1500
MACANAWAI, Susana - PIMRIS, Suva, Fiji
Importance of library partnerships and collaboration: The PIMRIS experience

1500 - 1530: Tea break - Jacques Iekawe Hall

1500 - 1530
NAIDU, Dorene - SPC- Secretariat of the Pacific Community, Suva, Fiji
The Pacific Marine & Environmental Libraries Twinning Project

1530 - 1600
PAGULAYAN, Lyra Joyce N. - Fishbase Information & Research Group Inc., Baños, Philippines
Efforts of aquatic and marine science libraries and information centers in the Philippines towards promoting collaboration in the areas of networking, coordination and cooperation

1800 - 1900: 2nd Pacific Islands Regional Group (PIRG) Meeting - 2 Rue Dimitri Ignatieff, Receiving
1900 - 2100: Pacific Islands Regional Group (PIRG) Dinner – 2 Rue Dimitri Ignatieff, Receiving

PIRG – an IAMSLIC Regional Group

PIRG Dinner and 2nd PIRG Annual Meeting - Agenda

1800 – 1900: PIRG Business Meeting - 2 Rue Dimitri Ignatieff, Villa 14, Receiving
  • Welcome
  • Approval of past minutes
  • Old business
  • New business
  • Other business
  • Meeting Close

1900 – 2100: PIRG Dinner – 2 Rue Dimitri Ignatieff, Villa 14, Receiving

Transport will be provided by SPC library staff immediately after the conference to Villa 14 at Receiving.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16th

0800 - 0830: Registration and Speakers Set-up

SESSION 3: NEW INITIATIVES & NEW TECHNOLOGIES
Moderator: HANNAH RUSSELL - NIWA, Wellington, New Zealand
0830 - 0900
CATON, Amy; BACA, David (presenting) - Texas A&M University at Galveston, EEUU
Islands of words: Integrating writing centers into libraries using peer-to-peer technologies

0900 - 0930
WATKINS, Steve - California State University, Monterey Bay, EEUU; PARKER, Joan - Moss-Landing Marine Laboratories/Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute Library, EEUU
Thinking outside the box: Making digital content available where the Internet is not

SPECIAL SESSION 4: IMPORTANCE OF A LIBRARY ASSOCIATION: IAMSLIC
Moderator: SALLY TAYLOR - University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
0930 - 1000
NAKALEVU, Samuela - SPC- Secretariat of the Pacific Community, Suva, Fiji
Importance of library associations: Why and how IAMSLIC adds value to your library: The SPC perspective

1000-1030: Tea break – Jacques Iekawe Hall

1030 – 1200
Panel Coordinator: TAYLOR, Sally. Invited panelists: WATKINS, Steve - California State University, Monterey Bay, EEUU; WEBSTER, Janet - Oregon State University Library, EEUU ; WIBLE, Joe- Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University, EEUU
40 Years of IAMSLIC: The past, present and future of our association

1200 – 1300: Lunch – Deck
1315 – 1345: Group Photo – SPC
1400 – 1530: Tour of the City “Le Petit Train” – Pickup and drop off at SPC
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17th

0800 – 0830: Speakers Set-up
0830 - 0900: Guest Speaker

AMOS, Moses - FAME (Division of Fisheries, Aquaculture and Marine Ecosystems), SPC- Secretariat of the Pacific Community, Nouméa, N.C.

SESSION 5: POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Moderator: GUILLERMINA COSULICH - INIDEP, Mar del Plata, Argentina
0900 – 1000 Brief poster presentations and viewing at Jacques Iekawe Hall

1000 - 1030: Tea break – Deck

SESSION 6: TRENDS IN DATA AND OPEN ACCESS
Moderator: SUSANA MACANAWAI - PIMRIS, Suva, Fiji
1030 – 1100
MCELFRESH, Laura; BACA, David - Texas A&M University at Galveston, EEUU
Managing the edges: A coastal data partnership

1100 – 1130
LABONTE, Kristen - UCSB, University of California Santa Barbara, EEUU
Data citation rates: GIS data in the marine sciences and publisher citation requirements

1130 – 1200
WEBSTER, Janet; BUTLER, Barb - Oregon State University Library, EEUU
The Good, The Bad and The Ugly: Open access journals in marine & aquatic sciences

1200 – 1300: Lunch – Deck
1300 – 1430: First IAMSLIC Business Meeting – SPC Conference Hall

1430 – 1500: Tea break – Jacques Iekawe Hall
1500 –1630: Second Executive Board Meeting - SPC Small Conference Room

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18th

0800-0830:   Speakers Set-up

SESSION 6: TRENDS IN DATA AND OPEN ACCESS (continued)
Moderator:  SUSANA MACANAWAI  -PIMRIS, Suva, Fiji
0830 - 0900
BAVADRA, Verenaisi B. - SPC- Secretariat of the Pacific Community, Fiji
Open data management (interoperability and standards): A Pacific perspective.

SESSION 7: PRESERVATION: SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Moderator:  SAMUELA NAKALEVU  -SPC- Secretariat of the Pacific Community, Suva, Fiji
0900 - 0920
DANG THI HAI, Yen; NGUYEN THANH, Van; VO THI, Mai - Vietnam Institute of Oceanography Library, Nha Trang city, Vietnam; PIKULA, Linda; KRAFT, Nancy E. - OceanTeacher Academy/IODE/UNESCO
The Restoration, Conservation and Digitization of Rare Books in the Vietnam Institute of Oceanography Library

0920-0940
ENDRA, Alice; KAUMA - Prossy National Fisheries Resources Research Institute, Jinja, Uganda
Digital preservation of historical fisheries information in Uganda: The role played by NaFIRRI library

SESSION 8  DISASTER PLANNING & RECOVERY
Moderator: KRIS ANDERSON  -University of Hawaii at Manoa, EEUU
0940-1000
SUPERIO, Daryl L.; ALAYON, Stephen B. - SEAFDEC, Aquaculture Department, Philippines
Typhoon Yolanda: its impacts to the libraries in Northern Panay, Western Visayas Philippines

1000-1030
Panel Coordinator: SUPERIO, Daryl. Invited panelists: PAGULAYAN, Lyra Joyce N. - Fishbase Information & Research Group Inc., Baños, Philippines; ANDERSON, Kris - University of Hawaii at Manoa, EEUU

1030 – 1100:   Tea break – Jacques Iekawe Hall
1100 – 1200: Second IAMSLIC Business Meeting – SPC Conference Hall
1200 – 1220: Invitation to 41st IAMSLIC Conference, Rome 2015 (Helen Wibley on behalf of host Maria Kalentsits)
1220 – 1235: Conference Closure
1235 – 1300: Pick up lunch packs
1400 – 1600: Aquatic Commons Work Party – Room to be confirmed